Overview of Tourism Data Mining in Big Data Environment
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Abstract. With the advent of the information age, the network is filled with all kinds of information and people in the vast amount of information are in the face of all kinds of confusion, thus data analysis has become a more difficult problem. Big data can solve this problem well and can greatly improve the efficiency of data mining. In order to apply the big data technology to the tourism industry, this paper introduces the concept of big data and the development demand of tourism big data, summarizes the common technology of data mining and the mining technology of tourism big data, and finally gives the application direction of data mining in tourism.

Introduction

Nowadays, big data has been mentioned by more and more people, and gradually become the focus of social concern. Especially for the information technology companies, big data has already been the core of the study. With high-speed broadband and virtualization technology, combined with a variety of operations, the big data environment comes into being\(^1\). Although big data are being mentioned by more people, throughout the development of big data areas, big data capacity is still in a relatively low level and has not been given the exact meaning by the industry. However, through the basic understanding of big data, it is not difficult to find big data with many features, such as large-scale computing power, storage capacity of resources and dynamic contraction of data, which greatly improve the possibility of data mining becoming commercialized under big data environment.

Overview of Big Data

Big data, a huge capacity of data resources, refers to the data involved that is of large amount and unable to use the current software tools to capture, manage, process and organize in a reasonable time. Big data is the data collection composed of a large number of data with complex structure, and numerous types. It is intellectual resources and knowledge service ability, based on the cloud computer data processing and application mode, forming through the integration, sharing and cross-use of data\(^2\).

With the development of the times, the big data age has been quietly coming, but the problem that how much data can be called the big data has no clear definition so far. However, there are some characteristics of big data, which recognized by the industry, that is, a large number, diverse, high-speed, value\(^3-4\). Today, the rapid development of the Internet and the boom of mobile Internet make the scale of Internet larger, also the user's use of the Internet has broken the time and space limits, and the user can interact with the Internet indiscriminately, as well as write data frequently, which causes the amount of data generated everyday become extremely large.

At present, there are big data problems in all industries, such as medical big data, financial big data, government big data, tourism big data, etc. Big data is a valuable wealth, but how to tap the wealth is one of the largest challenges now. In terms of tourism, China's tourism industry is developing well and the construction of tourism information is developing rapidly. However, in the face of big data, problems such as higher maintenance cost, poorer service experience and less rapid and accurate mining of specified information immediately reveal. The advent of big data age has
brought challenges, but also brought opportunities. Make full use of the original and mass tourism data and mine the mass tourism data fast, conveniently and accurately to provide tourists with good tourism information services, which has become the new direction of tourism big data research[5-6].

Development Demand of Tourism Big Data

The rapid development of the Internet accelerates the construction of tourism information. Tourism information services develops from the initial traditional artificial mode with paper into electronization and digitalization. Information brings revolutionary changes to the development and value enhance of tourism again and again. From the tourism service platform, initially, hotels, airlines, travel agencies and other tourism service providers moved their own offline business to the Internet, forming a single travel service platform, later One-stop service platform like food, accommodation, travel, shopping, entertainment, etc. boomed at home and abroad, which relied on the support of network technology. The advancement of technology has made the information delivery and service experience better and better, and the tourism service providers have received a generous return from it, at the same time, the tourism has made great contributions to the economic development of the country. Rapid development of tourism is inseparable from the tourism information, and the survival of the fittest of the tourism industry is closely related to high-tech, which has become an important tool and method to strengthen tourism competition[7]. And thus high-tech, advanced platform and business philosophy related with the tourism service have also been changing. The single service platform previously is quietly restructuring now.

Along with the rapid development of China's tourism, China's tourism industry has also undergone tremendous changes that the industry has been expanding, leading to the explosive growth of tourism data, and it has formed a huge mass of information space. It has become a new direction for the application of tourism big data that how to make full use of the massive original tourism data and mining and analyzing the massive tourism data reflecting the passengers’ information in rapid, accurate and convenient way. The following figure shows the changes of international tourists.

![Figure 1. Chart of International tourists changes (one hundred million)](image)

The development of tourism big data is mainly reflected in the following aspects:
1) Tourism big data mining services
   Analyze the massive tourism data through dedicated service agencies to provide standard data analysis report and forecasting results, it can also allow the users to create their own model through open interface to analyze the data.
2) Data visualization
   The mining results are presented through visualization (graphs, etc.) tools[8-9].
3) Data analysis database
Preserve the commonly used analysis model and the results as the data analysis tool, so that the development personnel can fast carry on the tourism data mining application.

One of the functions of big data is to provide consumers with matching choices and personalized services in each market segment so that they can make better decisions. In the times of big data, tourism begin to shift from sightseeing to experience travel, and tourists’ relying on travel agents transforms to relying on the Internet self-help travel, which becomes increasingly apparent, and their demand of the convenience of information access is higher, and consumption patterns are more diversified and personalized[10-11]. Using the terminal interface tool provided by the wisdom of tourism, tourists can obtain fully information of the destination to arrange their own itinerary and custom private tourist routes. Subject to the tourism reform driven by big data, the deep excavation of massive tourism data makes visitors can not only guide their own consumer behavior precisely, but also can make the scenic spot better understand the tourists, and ultimately promote the improvement of overall information level of tourism industry. The following figure shows the changes of tourism industry investment.

![Figure 2. Tourism investment scale](image)

Tourism Data Mining

**Data Mining.** Data mining[3], also known as the knowledge discovery of data, extracts valuable information hidden in the massive, incomplete, fuzzy, noisy and random data, which is one of the hot topics in current research of artificial intelligence and database field. It is a decision support process. Based on machine learning, artificial intelligence, database, pattern recognition, etc., it automatically analyzes large amounts of data to make inductive reasoning and dig out the potential model from it so as to provide decision support for government departments.

Data mining technology mainly includes association analysis, sequence pattern, classification, clustering, and anomaly detection and so on. In the application of tourism data, we can use the association analysis to search the tourism data and find the patterns with high probability of occurrence, or analyze the similarity of tourism data through the clustering and classification of data and store the similar data together, to provide decision-making support for decision-makers. Data mining has higher requirements on the computer, and the following table is the computer hardware configuration of the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Name</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Server Quantity</th>
<th>Cpu</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Hard Disk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>M4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>E5-2650</td>
<td>16G</td>
<td>5T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>M4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>E5-2650</td>
<td>16G</td>
<td>5T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application of data mining in the tourism industry

Mine the hidden information with the use of data mining technology to provide valuable information for the tourism industry, which mainly reveals in the following aspects:

Mine valuable tourism information
Analyzing the tourist’s log of browsing website and using the data mining technology to find out the common browsing behavior and grasp the tourist target and information which tourists are interested in. Therefore, the tourism management department can adjust and optimize the tourism information website based on this information so that it is in line with the needs of tourists, to provide more qualified travel services, and for specific visitors, to develop personalized service. For example, through data mining analysis, when a visitor browses the website information of Zhangjiajie National Forest Park, he is likely to visit the website information of Phoenix, you can see it is of high possibility that the tourist continues to visit the ancient city of Phoenix after visiting Zhangjiajie National Forest Park, and vice versa. Therefore, the tourism management department can increase the tourist bus between the two scenic spots in corresponding, or recommend the website of the ancient city of Phoenix in the website of Zhangjiajie National Forest Park.

Mine potential tourism customers
It can obtain the potential tourism customers through tourism data mining, and the main methods include data clustering and analysis. For the new visitors, it can identify whether the tourists are potential tourists or not through the cluster and analysis of their access records, and then to decide whether to treat them as a potential customer. If it is, recommend the tourism information the customer is interested in to the customer.

Optimize the tour route strategy
Through the mining and analysis of tourist routes and destination access, the tourism administration department can provide the best or the most market-potential tourism routes. The management department can reasonably plan the lines with certain relativity and dynamically adjust the structure of the tourism websites so that customers can access to travel information more conveniently. It can effectively increase the viscosity of the website and improve the visit rate of the website.

Recommend tourism projects and destinations
Using data mining technology develops new tourism projects and tourist destinations. First, create a tourism database containing all the tourist destinations, and use data mining tools to analyze customer behavior, interests, hobbies, etc., to form a set of tourism service programs for different types of tourism customers. According to customers’ preferences, needs and physiology, provide personalized travel advice, recommend tourist routes, provide tourism service projects during the destination, and assist tourists to make the appropriate tourism plans, including the tourist routes in the destination, transportation, accommodation, dining, entertainment, local specialties, sightseeing projects, etc., to improve satisfaction of the tourism customers.

The general process object and process of data mining are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2  Data mining process object table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>User:</strong> Tourism management personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function:</strong> Tourism data mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data:</strong> Accumulated data in usual days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access:</strong> Computer Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DB size:</strong> TB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary
Tourism big data and data mining technology are developing at an unprecedented speed. In the increasingly fierce tourism market, it will get more valuable information and more market opportunities with tourism data technology. Tourism big data makes the allocation of tourism resources more reasonable, finds potential customers and provides better personalized service to the existing customers. With the development of tourism big data, there will be more data analysis technologies used in the tourism industry.
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